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Abstract— This article presents investigations on the
design of coaxial gyrotron cavities with mode-converting
corrugations, operating at the second harmonic of the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency with output power of the order of
megawatts. The suppression of the competing modes inter-
acting at the fundamental cyclotron frequency is achieved
by the combination of a corrugated coaxial insert and
mode-converting corrugation on the outer wall. The outer
corrugation couples the key competing modes to lower
order modes with reduced quality factor. The design steps,
which form a generally applicable design procedure, are
described in detail. As an illustrative example, the proposed
procedure is used for the design of a cavity for a fusion-
relevant, second-harmonic MW-class gyrotron, operating
at 170 GHz with the TE37,18 mode. From the simulations,
it is found that for the proposed design, this mode is excited
with an output power of around/∼1.5 MW. Two additional
paths for cavity optimization toward even higher output
power are also presented.

Index Terms— Coaxial cavities, gyrotron, mode-
converting corrugation, second harmonic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN MODERN fusion experiments, there is a strong
requirement for high-power, continuous-wave (CW) elec-

tromagnetic radiation sources in the megawatt range with the
frequency at the range of ∼100–200 GHz (or may be even
higher in the near future) [1], [2]. The most appropriate source
providing such coherent radiation is the gyrotron oscillator [3],
where an electron beam transfers part of its kinetic energy
to the electromagnetic field via the Electron Cyclotron Maser
Instability (ECMI) mechanism. The gyrotron resonators, called
cavities, are either hollow or coaxial, where, in the latter case,
there is usually a large number of small surface impedance cor-
rugations engraved on the coaxial conductive insert, in order
to enhance the mode selectivity of the resonator [4], [5].

The gyrotrons operate at a frequency f , which is close
to the electron cyclotron frequency, multiplied by the integer
harmonic number s(s = 1 for beam–wave interaction at the
fundamental cyclotron frequency)

f ≈
s

2π

eB
γ me

(1)

where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetostatic field,
γ is the relativistic factor, and me is the electron rest mass.
As the frequency requirements increase, there is a consequent
increase of the magnetostatic field, which is provided by a
complex magnet comprising several superconducting coils.
Such an increase of the magnetostatic field results in an
increase in the cost of the magnet itself as well as in various
manufacturing challenges. This requirement can be mitigated
by operating the gyrotron at the second cyclotron harmonic
[s = 2 in (1)], where the magnetostatic field is reduced by
half compared to that in the first-harmonic operation [6].

The CW second-harmonic operation of a gyrotron tube has
gained ground in dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) applica-
tions, where sub-THz radiation is required, at power levels of
hundreds of watts [7], [8], [9]. The second-harmonic operation
of gyrotrons has been also studied for fusion applications,
but at lower frequencies and output power in the range of
a few hundred kilowatts [10]. In addition, the excitation of
high-order modes at 340 GHz with output power of the order
of 100 kW CW has been theoretically demonstrated [11], and,
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more recently, second-harmonic operation at 60 GHz with
output power at the level of hundreds of kilowatt has been
investigated [12]. Regarding megawatt-level second-harmonic
operation, the possibility of employing the injection locking
concept, where an external signal is injected in the cav-
ity to “lock” the operating mode and favor its excitation,
has been theoretically studied in [13]. The injection lock-
ing concept seems promising for second-harmonic operation
and has been experimentally demonstrated for short-pulse
first-harmonic operation recently [14], however requiring an
auxiliary gyrotron driving the main tube, thus increasing the
complexity and the overall cost of the necessary infrastructure.
As a less complex alternative concept for MW-class second
harmonic operation, we propose in the present article the use
of coaxial cavities with surface impedance corrugation on the
insert as well as mode-converting corrugation on the outer
wall.

When it is required for the operating mode to interact with
the electron beam at the second cyclotron harmonic, strong
mode competition from modes interacting at the first harmonic
is expected to take place since the first-harmonic interaction is
stronger than the second-harmonic one [1]. The competition
becomes significantly severe for MW-class operation because
the order of the second-harmonic operating mode must be
quite high and, consequently, the number of modes in res-
onance with the beam becomes larger. Therefore, one should
arrive at a situation where the dangerous first-harmonic com-
petitors are suppressed, and the second-harmonic operating
mode is left unaffected. It has been shown in [11] and [15]
that this can be achieved by coaxial cavities with appropriately
designed coaxial inserts and further elaborated in [16] and
[17], focusing on CW MW-class second-harmonic operation.

Further enhancement of the mode selectivity at the second
harmonic can be achieved by properly rearranging the eigen-
value spectrum of the modes in a way that the first-harmonic
competitors are coupled with low-order modes with low
quality factor and the operating mode is left uncoupled. The
coupling with low-quality-factor modes prevents the excitation
of these modes and eventually suppresses them. This way of
suppression of the first-harmonic competitors can be achieved
by introducing azimuthal corrugation on the cavity’s outer
wall, with geometrical characteristics chosen accordingly for
the appropriate coupling to be introduced. This concept was
proposed in [18], where it was used in a coaxial gyrotron
cavity for enhancing the operation of a first-harmonic gyrotron
and was adopted in [19]. It was also used in [20], albeit without
a coaxial insert, for low-power second-harmonic operation
at 300 GHz.

In this work, a general systematic method for the design
of coaxial gyrotron cavities for MW-class second-harmonic
operation is described, where the cavity incorporates surface
impedance corrugation on the insert and mode-converting
corrugation on the outer wall. The design strategy is illustrated
by a cavity design favoring the second-harmonic excitation of
the high-order TE37,18 mode (eigenvalue χ ≈ 106) at 170 GHz
with output power larger than 1 MW. The eigenvalue spectra in
the corrugated cavity are calculated by using the in-house code
3CI [21], whereas the beam–wave interaction simulations are

Fig. 1. Axial cross section of the coaxial cavity under investigation.

Fig. 2. Transverse cross section of the coaxial cavity with
mode-converting corrugations on the outer wall and with surface
impedance corrugations on the insert.

performed by the European time-dependent, self-consistent,
multimode code EURIDICE [22], which has been upgraded
to consider azimuthally coupled modes [23]. The rest of this
article is organized as follows. In Section II, the methodology
for the cavity design is given in distinct steps, whereas in
Section III, the application of this strategy to the design of
a cavity for the TE37,18 mode is presented. In Section IV,
further optimization of the operation of the designed cavity
is performed. In Section V, this work is concluded with
discussion of the results.

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

We describe in discrete steps the procedure toward the
design of a coaxial gyrotron cavity with surface impedance
corrugation on the insert and with mode-converting corruga-
tion on the outer wall for achieving MW-class operation at
the second cyclotron harmonic. A typical schematic of such a
cavity is given in Figs. 1 and 2. The design steps are presented
as follows.

A. Selection of an Initial Cavity Design
An initial coaxial cavity design with smooth outer wall and

surface impedance corrugation on the insert must be obtained
as a first step, considering only the operating mode and
neglecting mode competition. For a given operating frequency
and power level, the selection of the operating mode and the
geometrical properties of the smooth outer wall and coaxial
insert is performed, based on the standard considerations
for hollow cavity designs, observing several constraints (e.g.,
ohmic wall loading) [24], [25].

With respect to the coaxial insert, the strategy proposed in
[11] is used, i.e., the insert is downtapered with corrugation
depth around 0.4 λ0, where λ0 is the free-space wavelength at
the operating frequency. The number of the inner corrugations
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N should be related to the azimuthal index of the operating
mode m following the SIM criterion [26]:

N ≫ 2m (2)

to avoid coupling of the operating mode with low-order modes
due to the insert corrugation.

For simplicity, the operating mode will be denoted as
TEmop,pop for the rest of this article. Considering that the
magnetostatic field value is about half of that required for first-
harmonic operation, a preliminary operating point is derived,
with methodologies similar to [27], [28], and [29].

B. Identification of the Competing Modes
Self-consistent startup simulations considering only the

second-harmonic competing modes are performed. The results
of such simulations indicate the beam kinetic energy Eb range
at which the operating mode is excited. Then, a self-consistent,
time-dependent startup simulation is performed considering
both the first- and second-harmonic competing modes, indicat-
ing which of the first-harmonic competing modes is possibly
the most dangerous one and prevents the operating mode from
being excited. This mode (TEmc,pc) appears in the same Eb

range as the operating one and should be suppressed.

C. Suppression of the First-Harmonic Competing Mode
The suppression of the first-harmonic competitor is achieved

by coupling it with a lower order mode induced due to the
introduction of azimuthally periodic mode-converting corru-
gation on the outer wall [21]. This coupling results in a
significant decrease of the diffractive quality factor of the
mode and in its consequent elimination.

The mode-converting corrugation properties are derived
by initially considering the cavity with corrugation only on
the insert. Note that, an eigenvalue curve depicts the root
of the characteristic equation of a mode versus the C ratio of
the outer wall radius over the insert radius (C = Rout/Rin). The
coupling of two modes can be roughly expected in zero-order
approximation at the intersection of their eigenvalue curves
[21], provided that the spatial harmonic method (SHM)
criterion holds for those two modes. This criterion relates
the azimuthal indices of the coupled mode to the number
of the corrugations and arises naturally from the application
of the Floquet theorem to the solution of the electromagnetic
problem in the transverse cross section of a coaxial waveguide
with azimuthal corrugation on the outer wall [26], foreseeing
foresees that, in a cavity with M outer corrugations, a mode
with azimuthal index m is coupled to a mode with azimuthal
index mc if and only if

mc = m ± q M (3)

where the integer q is the so-called azimuthal harmonic
index. By investigating a number of combinations of q and
M , we identify an appropriate M , which introduces in the
eigenvalue spectrum a lower order mode with azimuthal
index mc,1 that is coupled with the critical first-harmonic
competing mode TEmc,pc at the C-range corresponding to
the cavity midsection. In addition, it should be ensured that

lower order modes are not coupled with the operating mode
TEmop,pop in the same C-range.

D. Incorporation of Outer Corrugation
Next, the M mode-converting outer corrugations are intro-

duced on the outer wall, and the selection of M is further
validated by calculating the eigenvalue curves and the mode
coupling in the upgraded cavity by the numerical code 3CI.
To restrict the mode coupling only at the cavity midsection
and avoid any undesired mode conversion toward the uptaper
(including conversion of the operating mode as well), the
outer corrugation is localized at the midsection. In addition,
to avoid possible undesired mode conversion at the ends of
the corrugated region, the transition from/to the corrugated
region is not performed abruptly, i.e., the depth of the cor-
rugation is adjusted smoothly, following a sigmoidal profile
along the z-axis. The eigenvalue curves are then imported in
EURIDICE, where the multimode self-consistent simulations
are performed.

III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF CAVITY DESIGN

A. Application of Design Steps
To illustrate the above presented methodology, we applied

it to the design of an MW-class coaxial cavity operating with
the TE37,18 mode (eigenvalue χ = 105.8 and relative caustic
radius Rc = m/χmp = R37,18 = 0.35) at 170 GHz and at
the second cyclotron harmonic. The design is inspired by the
existing 170 GHz–2 MW coaxial-cavity gyrotron at KIT [29],
operating with the TE34,19 mode (χ = 105.2 and R34,19 =

0.32) at the first harmonic. The reason for not choosing TE34,19
in this illustrative, yet realistic, example was the fact that
numerical results [16] indicate that second-harmonic MW-
class operation with this mode may be possible even without
the use of outer wall corrugation. It should be noted that the
selection of TE37,18 as the operating mode is to some extent
arbitrary, to demonstrate the generality of the method. Our
mode-selection criteria demand only: 1) an eigenvalue similar
to that of TE34,19, in order to be compatible with 2 MW CW
operation at 170 GHz and 2) a relative caustic radius similar
to that of TE34,19, so that a possible future implementation of
our design could be combined with an electron gun similar to
that used in existing European gyrotrons.

For operation with the TE37,18 at 170 GHz, the cavity radius
should be Rout = 29.86 mm, and the midsection length is
chosen to be 22 mm for efficient interaction at the second
cyclotron harmonic. The depth of the insert corrugation is
d ≈ 0.4 λ0 = 0.71 mm, according to the previous discussion.
By performing cold-structure calculations, it has been found
that, to keep the ohmic loading on the coaxial insert below
0.2 kW/cm2, the radius Rin should be 8.58 mm (Table I).
Furthermore, the coaxial insert incorporates N = 75 surface
impedance corrugations.

According to the presented design steps, the list of com-
peting modes at the first and the second harmonic is derived
for the initial coaxial cavity without outer corrugation. In our
modeling, we consider only the most dangerous modes (in
both harmonics) among those whose relative beam coupling
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TABLE I
CAVITY GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES

TABLE II
CONSIDERED MODES IN SIMULATIONS

TABLE III
ELECTRON BEAM PROPERTIES

is larger than 70% compared to that of the operating mode, and
their reduced eigenvalues are in the range of 95%–105% of
the eigenvalue of TE37,18 (∼105, second-harmonic competing
modes) and half of it (∼52, first-harmonic competitors). The
considered modes are given in Table II.

Next, a multimode interaction simulation is performed. The
beam radius is set equal to the radial position where the
coupling factor of TE37,18 is maximized, i.e., Rb = 10.55 mm.
The rest of the beam properties are given in Table III. The
magnetostatic field profile is realistic and similar to that used
in the KIT coaxial-cavity gyrotron, whereas its maximum
value has been chosen in order for the starting current of
TE37,18 to be minimum, considering beam kinetic energy Eb =

90 keV. Moreover, the electron beam is characterized by
typical spreads in electron velocity ratio α (pitch angle) and
Eb, the values of which are also given in Table III.

The resonance range of TE37,18 with this beam configuration
has been obtained by a single-mode interaction simulation,
the results of which are given in Fig. 3. The multimode
interaction results of a typical diode startup scenario are given
in Fig. 4. It is clear that TE37,18 is not excited in the multi-
mode environment, and the mode sequence includes only the
first-harmonic modes with eigenvalues χ ≈ 52. Considering
the multimode results, it seems that TE17,10 prevents primarily
the excitation of TE37,18 since it appears in the same Eb range
during the startup. Therefore, TE17,10 should be suppressed by
introducing mode-converting corrugation on the outer wall.

Fig. 3. Single-mode simulation results of TE37,18 in the cavity with inner
corrugations only.

Fig. 4. Multimode simulation results of the initial cavity with inner
corrugations only.

Fig. 5. Eigenvalue curve of TE17,10 versus C-ratio in the absence of
outer corrugation. The curve of TE8,p is also shown. Encircled areas
depict possible coupling if M = 25 outer corrugations are introduced.

It has been found that, by introducing M = 25 outer
corrugations, TE17,10 is coupled with TE8,p in the C-range
C = 3.46–3.61, which corresponds to the midsection of the
cavity. Meanwhile, TE37,18 remains uncoupled in the same
C-range. Indeed, the eigenvalue curves of these modes in
the absence of outer corrugations are given in Fig. 5 (for
TE17,10) and in Fig. 6 (for TE37,18), where it is clearly seen
that the curve of TE8,p intersects that of TE17,10 (and therefore
coupling is expected to take place there), whereas TE37,18 is
unaffected in this specific C-range. The depth of the outer
corrugation D is chosen at 0.1 mm, which has been shown to
provide a good balance between the diffractive Q factor and
the ohmic Q factor of the operating mode [19].
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Fig. 6. Eigenvalue curve of TE37,18 versus C-ratio in the absence of
outer corrugation. The curves of TE12,p and TE13,p are also depicted.
Encircled areas depict possible coupling if M = 25 outer corrugations
are introduced.

Fig. 7. Eigenvalue curve of TE17,10 versus C-ratio considering M = 25.
The curves of TE8,p are also shown.

Fig. 8. Eigenvalue curve of TE37,18 versus C- ratio considering M = 25.
The curves of TE12,p and TE13,p are also depicted.

The eigenvalue curves versus the axial coordinate z of the
cavity, including the outer corrugation (cavity UpA), are given
in Fig. 7 for TE17,p and in Fig. 8 for TE37,p. In the same
figure, the eigenvalues considering corrugation only on the
insert are also given, calculated by the surface impedance
model (SIM) [4]. It is evident that TE17,10 is altered and
divided into two coupled branches [19], [21], TE17,10a and
TE17,10b, in the midsection (denoted by the shaded rectangle
in the figures), whereas TE37,18 is left almost unaffected, with
a “dip” in the midsection due to the presence of the outer

TABLE IV
DIFFRACTIVE QUALITY FACTORS FOR THE CAVITIES UNDER

INVESTIGATION

Fig. 9. Multimode simulation results of the cavity UpA with both inner
and outer corrugations and D = 0.1 mm.

Fig. 10. Ohmic loading of the inner rod and outer conducting wall of
cavity UpA.

corrugation in that region. The Q factors of these modes in
the two cavities (without and with outer corrugation) are given
in Table IV, where it is evident that the Q factor of TE37,18
increases, whereas the corresponding values of the branches
of TE17,10 decrease. Therefore, it is expected that TE37,18 will
be excited, whereas TE17,10 will be altered and transformed,
and eventually suppressed.

B. Interaction Results of the Upgraded Cavity
The beam properties that have been used in the simulations

of the upgraded cavity with outer wall corrugation are the
same as in the simulations of the structure without the outer
corrugation (Table II). Parametric multimode simulations with
respect to the beam current were performed for the upgraded
cavity with outer-wall corrugation. It was found that TE37,18
is excited and is stable for Ib ≤80 A. The output power for
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TABLE V
QUALITY FACTORS OF THE CONSIDERED CAVITY DESIGNS

Ib = 70 A and Ib = 80 A is given in Fig. 9, whereas in
Fig. 10, the ohmic loading of the inner rod and outer wall
for the same values of Ib is presented. The maximum power
for Ib = 80 A is 1.7 MW with 24% interaction efficiency.
However, as it can be seen from Fig. 10, the ohmic loading
is exceeding the technological constraints proposed in [30],
which are ρout,max = 2.2 kW/cm2 for the outer wall and
ρin,max = 0.39 kW/cm2 for the coaxial insert. (Note that, in our
simulations, the effective conductivity of the walls has been
set equal to σ = 1.73 × 107 S/m, to account both for the
increased wall temperature in CW operation and the surface
roughness. This results in a correction factor of ∼1.8 in the
calculation of the ohmic loading, with respect to the case
of walls from ideal smooth copper at room temperature.) In
order to comply to the ohmic loading constraints of [30],
a current Ib = 70 A should be used. For this value of Ib,
the maximum output power of TE37,18 is 1.3 MW at 22%
interaction efficiency. It can also be seen that the first-harmonic
competitors TE16,10 and TE18,10 are also excited for both
values of the current. However, a beam kinetic energy range of
stable excitation of TE37,18 is secured and the main competitor
TE17,10 is successfully suppressed. Therefore, the introduction
of outer corrugation significantly enhances this cavity design
allowing the excitation of the mode of interest TE37,18, which
otherwise is not excited without the outer corrugation.

It is clear from the simulation results that the increased
ohmic loading (ohmic loss density) limits the output power
and efficiency, if the constraints of [30] are to be met. The
higher ohmic loading is due to the increased Q factor of the
structure, which in turn is due to the “dip” of the eigenvalue
curve of TE37,18 (see Fig. 8). To increase Ib without exceeding
the ohmic loading limits, the Q factor of the cavity should
be decreased. This can be achieved by decreasing the outer
corrugation depth D (and consequently the eigenvalue “dip”)
or by increasing the outer wall smoothing length ls between the
midsection and the uptaper. These approaches are investigated
in the following section.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THE CAVITY PERFORMANCE

A. Decrease of Outer Corrugation’s Depth

The depth of the outer corrugation D was reduced to
0.05 mm while keeping the smoothing length ls the same as
previously. The Q factor of TE37,18 in this cavity (UpB) is
significantly decreased compared to the cavity UpA (Table V).
It has been found that Ib can now be increased up to 85 A,
whereas the ohmic loading is below the constraints described
previously. For this value of Ib, the maximum output power of
TE37,18 is 1.55 MW, at 22% interaction efficiency. For larger
values of Ib, TE37,18 is not excited due to mode competition.

TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE CONSIDERED CASES

Single-mode parametric studies indicated that increased
output power can also be achieved, if the beam power is
increased up to 8.8 MW by increasing the beam kinetic
energy while keeping Ib low, to avoid strengthening the mode
competition. Of course, since the operating point changes
(hereafter, it is called high-voltage operating point, HVOP),
the optimum value of the magnetostatic field was recalculated
and was set to B = 3.58 T. Parametric multimode simulations
with Ib showed that, at beam kinetic energy Eb = 110 keV, the
maximum power achieved, while keeping the ohmic loading
within the aforementioned constraints, is Pmax = 1.5 MW for
Ib = 65 A at 21% interaction efficiency. Note that TE37,18
is stable up to Ib = 74.5 A, where Pmax = 1.9 MW at
23.5% interaction efficiency, but with ρout = 2.82 kW/cm2 and
ρin = 0.062 kW/cm2.

B. Increase of Midsection/Uptaper Smoothing Length
An alternative method of decreasing the Q factor is by

increasing the smoothing length between the midsection and
the uptaper ls . In this study, the smoothing length of the
uptaper is increased from ls =2 mm to ls = 4.5 mm while
keeping D = 0.1 mm for the outer corrugation. The Q
factor of this cavity (UpC) is significantly reduced compared
to the initial cavity design, UpA (Table V). As previously,
a parametric multimode study with respect to Ib has been
performed considering Eb = 90 kV, the results of which
showed a maximum power Pmax = 0.97 MW for Ib = 85 A.
For larger values of Ib, TE37,18 is not excited due to mode
competition, which has been strengthened because of the
decreased Q factor of the operating mode. An HVOP has been
investigated (Eb = 130 kV, Ib = 80 A, and Bmax = 3.675 T)
where Pmax = 1.95 MW with 20% interaction efficiency. It is
clear that the output power has been significantly increased at
the expense of somewhat decreased efficiency, as expected in
cases with high Eb. In Table VI, a summary of the previous
results is presented with the corresponding ohmic loading
values.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a design methodology for coaxial cavities
with outer corrugation targeting second-harmonic MW-class
CW operation has been presented. Generally applicable design
steps have been described in detail. It is shown that, by intro-
ducing a properly selected number of corrugations on the outer
cavity wall, the selected operating mode can be excited and the
severe competition from first- and second-harmonic competing
modes is mitigated.
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The design strategy has been applied to the indicative case
of the excitation of the TE37,18 mode at 170 GHz at the
second cyclotron harmonic, with output power over 1 MW. It is
demonstrated that the introduction of outer corrugation leads
to the excitation of TE37,18, which otherwise is not excited
in a cavity with smooth outer wall. Further enhancement of
the illustrative case has been performed, where the output
power has been increased significantly, reaching the vicinity
of 2 MW.

The proposed design procedure constitutes an important tool
for the design of efficient MW-class CW coaxial gyrotron
cavities operating at the second cyclotron harmonic. Compared
to the method of elimination of the first-harmonic competing
modes in MW-class second-harmonic gyrotrons proposed in
[17], where no outer corrugation is used and a coaxial insert
with larger radius is required instead, the ohmic loading of the
coaxial insert in the method presented here is quite low. This
relaxes significantly the possibly challenging requirements for
the insert cooling in CW operation. In addition, the presented
method is much less complex compared to that in [13] since no
additional gyrotrons are required to provide an external signal
for the excitation of the operating second-harmonic mode.
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